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Win Record l-lits 19
By BOB RUSSO
The Lobo baseball team took
come-f1·om-behind victories in
both games of a doubleheader
Saturday with the Air Force

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

LOST
BLACK PURSE at Kennedy rally. Desreading

glasses.

in

pur$e.

Reward offered. Phone 266-0344.
A LOS ALAMOS High School e]nss ring
and n pearl ring in Zimmerman Library.
If found, p]ensc contact Linda Scarbrough, 3505 Garcia NE. Phone 2982930. Reward offered. 4/5
FOUND
LADY'S HANDBAG. Found at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may claim at Student Publications office,
Rm. 159.
HELP WANTED
GIRL w/car to care !or 14-month-old boy,
8-10 a.m. Tuesday-Saturday. Could get
bnck to campus in time for n 10:30 class.
1442 Princeton NE. 256-3074.
CONSCIENTIOUS? Plan yonr fall semester job now. 15 hours per week. $1.25
per hour, Secretary Student-Faculty Association. Applications in Activities Cen·
ter. Deadline April 5. 4/3
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
Ca.lifornia. 94117.
LAST CHANCE to apply for StudentFaculty Association. ApplicationS in
Activities Center. Deadline April 5 for
information call 255~6327, evenings. 4/3
FOR SALE
19GO TRIUMPH motorcycle with 1964
t"ngine G50rc. Black. Sec nt 1106~{! Grnnd
NE. 3/29
NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
slightly u<od. Will snorifice nt $80. Cnll
3H-1969 nrtcr 5 p.m. 4/1
OPEN 3-5 SUNDAY, 1316 Bryn Mawr
N.l~. It sparkles insid~ & out. Here's
the best 3 bedrm. home, tnste£ully carpeted, fireplace & kitchen with dish ..
washer. disposer & )g. covered pntio.

This home close to UNM Tennis club

& shopping. At $1!i.OOO it."s n winner.
See Sam Cooper, 265~'8571 e.vcnins:s &

W('<•kcnds 842·8280..

19GG '£IUIJM1'H Spitfire Convertible. Goo<l
condition. Good tireg, radio & heater.
Wire wh{'('l...;, mnny cxtr.ns. 29!-'t-1636 niter
5 p.m. Only $1200. Wnnt to sell.

CLEAN 1955 Ford in good condition :
good tir!'s and '-'ngine. Ide.nl for city
trn.nsportntion~ $125. Call 255-2540 after
3:30.
3/20
"GREGORY & TIJERINA, peace &
frcroom" Dumper Stickers~ One for
GO¢, 5 for $2., 10 ior $3., 20 ior $5.,
GO for $10. Make cheeks to S, Abrnms
ami send to 1D20 Girard NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep,
30" high: 7 dWl'S; phony walnut fmlsh.
$30. Sec at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg. after 5 p.m. Do not

Academy to increase their season
record to 19-2.
The Lobos, who are only six
victories shy of breaking the
school record for wins in a season with 31 games left, got wins
of 4-3 and 5-4 this weekend here
in Albuquerque.
GLEN SCHA WEL'S inside-thepark home run with one out in the
bottom half of an extra inning
handed New Mexico it's first game
win.
Behind 2-3 in the bottom of the
sixth, centerfielder Schawel singled with two outs and the speedy
outfielder scored on third baseman Dave Spencer's error, to give
the Lobos the game-saving tie.
Bob McAulay went all the way
for his fourth victory against one
defeat in the first game. He gave
up only four hits but six Lobo
errors kept him from opening up
a lead and allowed the Falcons a
pair of unearned runs.
STEVE BARNHILL, 3- for -4
in the opener, drove in the first
Lobo tally in the second inning of
the last of the pair and Jim
Palmer drove in the other with a
sacrifice fly.
In the second game New Mexico
went ahead 3-1 after four innings
but the Falcons scored three in
the fifth when Rick Starr tripled;
Barry Mills walked and stole second; and Starr scored on a shot to
third by Jim Hall. One out later
the Falcons third baseman Greg
Walts hit a line shot just to the
right of the 420-foot marker in
center field to score two.
AGAIN BEHIND in the bottom
of the sixth, this time 3-4, the
Lobos pulled it out when Barnhill
tripled home Greg With from
first, then scored on Mike Roussel's sacrifice fly.
The Air Force threatened to
tie it in the seventh when Daniels
Hall tripled to right field with two
• out. But reliever Rick Bodle, who
had taken over for starter Tom
Sexton, got Walts on a grounder
to third to save the 5-4 lead.
The Lobos will open Western
Athletic Conference play next
weekend when they travel to Arizona State for a three-game
series. The next home game is
April 8 when the Lobo's host
South Dakota State.

The UNM golf team defended
its team title and took away the
individual championship from
New Mexico State Saturday in
the 1968 New Mexico Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in Socorro.
Terry Dear of New Mexico
fired a two-under-par 70 in the
final 18-hole round over the New
Mexico Tech course to edge out
Ben Kern of New Mexico State.
KERN AND Dear were tied at
138 after 36 holes Friday, but
Kern fell to a two-over par 74 as
Dear led his Lobos to their fifth
straight championship in the
Socorro intercollegiate.
Dear finished with a 67-71-70208, eight-under par. Kern posted
69-69-74-212.
In a third place tie at 200
strokes were Dwaine Knight of
New Mexico's No. 1 and Mike
Goodart of the Lobo No. 2 team.
The Lobos copped five of the
first six places and finished with
an aggregate total of 74 strokes
compared with New Mexico
State's 880. Other team scores
were New Mexico No. 2, 924;
New Mexico State No. 2, 925;
Western New Mexico University,
943; and New Mexico Tech, 996.
JUNIOR DENNIS McCloskey
suffered a deep cut in his hand in
a shop accident last Wednesday
and wasn't allowed to play in the
Socorro tournament. UNM doc-

tot·s said he would be able to start
practice again sometime next
week.
Next weekend the golf team
will travel to Las Cruces-sight
of the 1968 NCAA golf tourney
this summer-to take on host
NMSU, Colorado University, and
UTEP in a scheduled match.
The top tne finishers in the
tournament were;
Terry Dear, UNM, No. 1 .... 67-71-70-208
Ben Kern, NMS, No. 2 • • . • 69-69-74-212

SHOWTIMES
2:05
3:45 5:25

1Q:19

watching you

rthlrOU!Jh a telescope
you must do
anything and
everything I
. say or I will
kill your

Dwaine Knight, UNM, No. 1
Mike Goodart, UNM, . No. 2
Dick Placek UNM, No. 2 . •
s Sattcrsu-.;m UNM, No. 1 .
r.;,. Fletcher, NMS, No. 1 . .
Tony Bell, NMS, No. 1 . . . . .
Albert Lovato, UNM, No. 1 •.
Tom DaileY, N.M. Tech ....

74-72-75-220
72-74-74-220
76-72-73-221
75-72-75-222
75-72-76-223
75-72-76-223
71-77-'76-224
74-7-!.·77-225

WARD
The Riverside
175cc "Scrambler"

$419

Special campus price

l75cc Scrambler has dual sprocket,
takes highways ol 58 mph, dimbs
trolls on a 45" incline-does it all
with easel Save now on this bike!

An Institute on Physical Education and Recreation for the
Mentally Retarded will be held at
UNM, April 9 and 10.
Under the direction of Professor Frank E. Papcsy of the UNM
department of health, physical
education and recreation, the program will include speeches, demonstrations, t>roblem salving sessions and panel discussions.

It's almost Too Late . •

calL

35 mm MINOLTA CAMERA, Oshkosh

Wnrdrobe Trunk, woman's fencing
equipment. All in excellent condition.
For infonnation phone 24Z.2D39. 4/5
LAW DOCTOR cap & gown. Fits height G
ft. Excclll!lit condition. Rcnsonnble. Cnll
265-7413. 4/6

1D66 SUZUKI 150ce. Excellent condition.
Phone 344-DOBB. 4/5

SERVICES
TYPING! For a 1super' paper - edited
grammar. spelling, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Partial background: Advertising ;
Art; Financial ~ Legal; Sciences. Experienced typing professional papers presented national engineering conferences.
Phone: 242-0649.

Offshore Oil -A Developing Technology
A Talk To Be Given By Mr. Art Rigg
Of Humble Oil Co. Houston, Texas

April 3-7:30 PM- E.E. Room 201
A review of engineering methods and techniques employed
by the petroleum industry to discover and develop offshore oil
and gas reserves. The presentation includes a discussion of
both fixed and floating platforms and equipment employed to
complete wells on the ocean floor. Prepared for Stanford
seminar presentation April 22, 1966.

For
65¢
Really
Fast
Results

WANT ADS

4line ad

4times
$2.00

The end of your college career
marks the real beginning of your life.
And there is no better symbol of the
future than a college ring-your silent
diploma.
Order NOW to insure graduation
delivery of your personalized college
ring. Choice of weights, stones and
styles . . CREATED BY JOHN ROBERTS
Now Available.

WANTED
'COND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
/mag np 900x. Call 255-8703, Ext. 352.

•s

·-------------------

USE LOBO WANT ADS
Call 277-4.102 or 277-4202
or bring it to us
Room 159 Student Publications Building

HELP WANTED

'NGS & SATURDAYS. Can usc 2
ndergraduate 1ncn in advertis•alcs dept, $60 wk. C11ll Mr.
-2778, Friday, 9-11 a.m. only.
tNSELORS. Leading East;..
ch. Over 19 )It'll. of age,
>ugh knowledge or horse'ble to teach riding nnd
1.mping experience de-entia!. Also opcninl!ll
instructor spccia.liz..
\.R.C. water saf'cty
• rifle Instructor.
432 Arizona SE,
'II., or call 255-

·NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Our Seventy-first Year ol Editorial Freedom
No.90

SDSers Condemn
Former Member
As Federal Agent

MoNTGOMERY

Ask about Ward's . -~ 98-l QS3
Young Adult Credit Plan!

Retardation, PE
Program Subject

EXICO

c ort-t 2-

Vol. 71

Italian-made!
HE MADE HER
AN ANIMAL ...
NOW ALL HE
NEEDED WAS
A LEASH

UV\ 3Q.VU'
v.·1 I Ylo,90

• I

son ...

2-Day Meeting

Subjects to be presented are
the physical activity needs of the
mentally retarded, the mentally
retarded in New Mexico, dance
and rhythms, and a demoJ)stration will be given on the mentally
retarded in the pool.
The keynote presentation will
be given by Professor Curtis H.
Krishef, Florida State University,
with a final address presented by
Evelyn Loewendahl, director of
the Kennedy Child Study Center,
Santa Monica, Calif.

Qo ron.cld c,.
311>':7'89

U. Golf Tearn Wins Tourney

Baseballers Take 2;

perate for
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associated student•
bookstore
FOUR WEE/( SHIPMENT

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

•

By GRANT HARVEY
S t u d e n t s for a Democratic
Society issued a statement last
night at a delayed meeting that
condemned a former SDS executive member as a "suspected federal narcotics agent.
"We allowed him into our homes
where he ate our food, met our
friends, shared their grass . . .
and it appears he gave our names
and pictures to the federal narcotics agency," part of the statement says.
THE STATEMENT also describes the man, "Johnny Elms,
alias James Pierce," and warns
SDSers, "We urge you for own
security not to trust this mancertainly do not turn him on."
The National Liberation Front
will now concentrate on aiding
ghetto uprisings rather than assisting draft resistors, two students from the Students for a
D e m o c r a t i c Society said last
night.
James Kennedy and Paul
Baumgold recently returned from
a national meeting of the front
in Lexington, Kentucky. They
said the front anticipates a Kennedy win in the presidential election and further anticipates a
s u b s e q u e n t troop withdrawal
from VietNam.
IF THIS happens the ghetto
problem in this country will lle
the foremost concern, the two
SDS members said.
Baumgold said that discussion
at the front meeting concerned
"contradictions in Am e r i c a n
society" and "the genocide-the
order of the day" as exemplified
"by the massive arming of city
police forces across the country
in anticipation of black uprisings
this summer."
KENNEDY SAID another matter of interest at the national
meeting was the planning of an
International Day of Desertion
on May 8. The Geman branch of
(Continued on Page 3)

Springer Suggets
Grad Student Aid
By MELISSA HOWARD
Graduate School Dean George
P. Springer has recommended certain "protective devices" for students in advanced study at UNM
next year. He predicts a "20 to
25 per cent" drop in graduate
enrollment next fall.
Dean Springer has asked the
Graduate Committee to consider

THE REISSTANCE yesterday kicked off nation-wide demonstra·
tions against the draft with a protest in front of the Albuquerque
induction center. Albuquerque's demonstration was the first major
protest in this city. It drew a crowd of nearly 300. Participants carried
anti-draft signs and signed statements objecting to the draft. Protestors and members of the crowd exchanged barbed comments. (Photo by
Pawley)

Roger Dodd Picked

Leader Elect:ed, Plans Set:
By Students for Kennedy
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
The Students and Faculty for
Kennedy elected . officers and
adopted a constitution last night.
. Roger Dodd was elected president of the organization, releasing John Thorson as "acting organizer." Terry Calvani was
named as vice-president, and John
Corday as secretary-treasurer.
DODD SUGGESTED that the
vice-president might handle the
organization of the Citizens for
Kennedy, a group composed of
townspeople which was formed
last night.
"The activities of our group
and those of Citizens for Kennedy
should be co-ordinated," he said.
Dodd mentioned that since the
city organization plans to "fan"
the state in seeking Kennedy support, the UNM group would

Sen. Trovelsteod
Seeks Presidency
Student Senator Coleman Travelstead will announce his candidacy for president of Associated
Students on Sunday, The Lobo
learned yesterday.
Travelstead's campaign staff
has been preparing 150 invitations, which will go out today, to
a meeting at the International
Center. The invitations, signed
by Travelstead, say he plans to
make "an annonuncement of in·
terest to all students" at 1 :30
Sunday afternoon.
TRAVELSTEAD, who has been
a senator for the last two years,
has been rumored to be a presidential hopeful since early last
fall. Reliable student government
sources say his opponent will
likely be Jim Dines, who resigned
his Senate seat in disgust two
weeks ago and vowed "to return
to the ranks of the students to
(Continued on Page 3)

probably direct its campaigning
to other state university campuses.
THE GROUP'S efforts to raise
money were discussed. Corday
said they should concentrate on
persuading Sen. Edward Kennedy
to speak in Albuquerque at a
fund-raising dinner.
Someone had supposedly drafted a letter asking Ted Kennedy
to appear either May 10, 11, 24,
or 25. But Bill Byatt, Bernalillo
county Democratic chairman, said
he called Kennedy's appointment
secretary in Washington Tuesday, and insisted they had no
knowledge of any attemtps to
bring him here.
PLANS TO REACH all parts
Ron Curry, elected to Student
of New Mexico and "sell the Senate last spring, has announced
man" (RFK) were also discussed. his candidacy for Associated Stu(Continued on Page 2)
dents vice-president in the May
3 elections. He released the following statement yesterday:
I would like to tak1! this opportunity to announce that I am a
candidate for vice-president of

ly those turning in draft cards
were reclassified 1-A, if physically and mentally fit, and then
drafted.
H!l said the men then had the
option of being inducted into the
armed services or signing a statement saying they refused to be
inducted. Such refusal carries a
maximum penatly of five years in
prison and/or a $10,000 fine.
Quinn said the state Selective
Service could refer the cases back
to him because the men would not
have the draft cards in their
possession as federal law requires.
He said he had instructions to
refer such violations to the Justice Department.
QUINN SAID he knew of no
draftees who had refused induction and a spokesman £or the induction center said they were not
allowed to comment on the matter.
The demonstration was calm
most of the day, with the protestors and the draftees exchanging
barbed remarks. A few city people also joined with the inductees
in jeer at the protestors.
The supporters of the Resistance allowed the draftees to
enter the induction center undisturbed. There was no attewlpt to
block their entrance as there has
been at similr.r demonstrations
acroS8 the country.
APPROXIMATELY 6Q people
from all age groups signed state-

Senior Honorary
Seeks Applicants
. Application for membership in
Blue Key, senior men's honorary,
are now available in the office of
the dean of men. Interested junior
men with at least a 2.7 cumulative
grade-point average are invited
to apply.
Appli<!ationt~ must be returned
to the dean of men's office oT to
the Bl~e Ke;yJ,o:x. in the Activities
Center of the ·union by April 15•
There will be a smoker :for applicants at '7: 30 p.m. April 23 . j rooms 250 A-B of the Union.

Releases Statement

Ron Curry Plans to Seek
St:udent: Vice-Presidency

Resistors Protest Induction
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The New Mexico Resistance
yesterday, with a subdued protest
at the Albuquerque I n d u c t i on
Center, kicked off the nationwide
demonstrations against the draft
scheduled today. No men were
scheduled to be processed into the
armed services here today.
The Albuquerque demonstration, the first major protest in
this city of 300,000, drew a crowd
that numbered nearly 300 during
peak hours.
THE PARTICIPANTS in the
demonstration carried anti-draft
signs, signed statements objecting
to what they called "the immoral
war" in Viet Nam, and heckled
the inductees and military personnel. Four men also burned what
.they called draft cards, and two
others turned their Selective
Service cards into federal authorities.
U.S. Attorney John Quinn yesterday m&id that the two men's
turning in of their Selective Set·vice cards were the only clear-cut
violations of federal law stemming from the . demonstration,
called "the impending collapse of
the Selective Service."
-QUINN SAID that following
earlier in!truction from the Justice Department, he bad tllrned
the two cards over to the New
Mexico Selective Service !or its
consideration. He said that ll!JURl-

this month steps to aid studetl.'l!s
drafted before completion of their
graduate work.
"PREFERENTIAL treatment"
would be accorded to veterans reapplying to the Graduate School
if they were drafted after being
admitted, he said.
"If a veteran applies promptly
after his discharge and if there
are no intervening circumstances,
we would try to re-admit him under the· same conditions," Dean
Springer said yesterday.
"So far as is technically possible, this treatment will also apply
to students who had been receiving financial aid," he continued.
In addition, time limits for completion of graduate work would
be suspended during a student's
"national service," the dean said.
The normal limits are five yearsafter completion of undergraduate
(Continued on Page 3)

ments saying, "I believe that the
United States is waging an illegal
and immoral war in Viet Nam.
Therefore: I have already or intend to refuse induction into the
United States armed forces." The
older or draft-deferred protestors
signed the following statement:
"I have in the past or intend to
encourage and assist those men
of draft age who choose to refuse
inductions into the United States
armed forces."
Quinn said the "intention" of
refusing induction was not a violation of federal law. He said
the names of anyone who came.
under the heading of aiding and
abeting anyone trying to avoid
the draft would be turned over
to the Justice Department.
AT LEAST ONE man in the
uniform of the U.S. Air Force,
joined the resistors and carried a
typical sign that read, "Hell, no,
don't go."
Those who said they burned
draft cards indentified themselves
as Michael Smith of UNM's Mesa
Vista dorm, William Blade of Las
Cruces, Barry Dean Williaml!l,. no
address, and Paul BaumgOid, 206
Gold SE.
The two who turned ill SS..cards
were not identified.
Resistance organilll!r ~II'Y
Lack said the demonstration paid for by the $45 nUIMid at •
poetry reading at UNM l'eU5Il't.b.

RON CURRY
the Associated Students in the
spring elections.
Contrary to the beliefs of some,
I tllink that student government
has taken positive steps to help
the students at the University,
and can be a useful vehicle to
improve their college life in the
future. Increased popular Cl'ltertainment, speaker's program, and
an exptmded inu-ral pl'ogram
,_, •re d till&~ that .Went govern,_.t lias added tj) 1llle eellege experklnce durin# ~ past year.

The student lobby is another program that will certainly help all
of us in the future.
ADMITTEDLY, student government, like any other organization, has its shortcomings. The
mature approach for dealing with
these shortcomings is to recognize
them and try to correct them
rather than give up on the system.
This is the approach that I
have brought to student government as a senator, and one that
I would try to install in the leadership of student governcrnent as
vice-president.
As a result of working as a
Senate assistant for one year,
and being a senator for one year,
I think I have gained a knowledge of the problems that student
government faces. I served on
what I consider the two most important committees of the Senate:
S t e e r i n g Committee, which
handles all programs not concemed with finance; and the Finance
Committee, which allocates student funds via the budget. Alt'f.l
result of this service, I have formulated many ideas about ~t
could and what should be tJjjlle
in the next year.
I WILL NOT align myself ~th
presidential candidate. I d!li.nk
this would only make me i'fllllrible in my campaign, and ---~
ble in my approach to s~
government as vice-presidellt. -1
want to remain as open as P'!llilsle and attune m,.self only to 6e
desires of the .students.
In this spirit I ani:IOl-1111:,·
. candidacy f~ 'ril~t-Jil'el~i«Le--~
it is m. this
11erve the atadewts fi
•ice-president of the U'lllie!lldMIP.

•tnt;

..,.
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State of Affairs
Lame-Duck President Will
Cause Problems
By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
G

WASHINGTON-Former Vice-President Richard Nixon's first reaction to the retirement of President Johnson was that it "may have
strengthened his hand in the party and made it possible for him to
name his successor." Nixon is wide of the mark on both counts.
Johnson's withdrawal, hopefully, may solve some pressing problems, but it also inevitably creates new ones: we already have a lameduck military commander in Viet Nam; now we have a lame-duck
President in the White House. There is no blinking the fact that we
are going to have serious leadership difficulties for the next ten
months.

* * *

This is mitigated to some extent by the possibility that the opposition in both parties may be softened by sympathy for the President,
and also by the fact that his leadership, in any case, has already been
seriously eroded, especially in Congress, not only on the war but more
acutely in the economic realm of taxes, deficits, and inflation.
If the same situation prevailed in a parliamentary government like
England's there would be no problem of a prolonged caretaker government. When an English prime minister exhausts his leadership, he
can so inform the Queen, and she, in turn, can instantly invest a new
leader, usually from the same party if that party still has a majority,
as the Democrats still do in the U.S. Congress. This way Churchill
smoothly took over from a fellow conservative, Neville Chamberlain
and Macmillan quickly succeeded Eden after the 1956 Suez crisis. '

Bema
By BILL COLEMAN and
JOE LONG
Thi:;; is written on the assumption that many young men in
America today find a fundamental
conflict (that cannot be ignored
or compromised) between the dictates of their consciences and
those of an unjust law that violates their constitutional rights,
theh· dignity, and may possibly
pit them against a Vietnamese
nationalist in an insane kill-or-bekilled situation.
Some are opposed to the draft
enth-ely and some only in light of
Viet Nam. It matters not, because in a moral value or decision
there is only an absolute value,
justifiable only to one's true and
clear conscience, and which cannot be justified or measured in
terms of consequences. If a man
is opposed to killing or a system
that trains him for such, i.e., the
draft, he need not justify his
stand.
~

*

*

"I refuse to kill, period ! " If a
man believes that war and killing
will stop when men refuse to obey
the ambitious politicians (safe at
home far from battle) who order
war, then it is his decision alone
and it is he alone who knows why.
We speak not only of America,
but of the universe. If we were
somewhere else, we'd be saying
and doing the same.

* * *

A fundamental decision, though
painful at first, will only bring
peace and clear-sightedness, assuming one is true to his conscience. One wil !have then come
along the road to self-realization
and knowledge,

To Obey Conscience
or Unjust Laws

Albert Camus says: "The evil
that is in the world always comes
of ignorance, and good intentions
may do as much harm as malevolence, if they lack understanding.
On the whole, men are more good
than bad; that, however, isn't the
real point. But they are more or
less ignorant, and it is this that
we call vice or virtue; the most
incorrigible vice being that of an
ignorance that fancies it knows
everything and therefore claims
f"or itself the right to kill. The
soul of the murderer is blind; and
there can be no h·ue goodness nor
true love without the utmost
clear-sightedness."

* * "'

The Resistance has been born
out of a desire to resist an unjust
law. Overall, it has forced conscription for two years or more.
Secondly it discriminates in an
outrageous and undemocratic
way. If we're going to praise and
live for democracy, let's at least
practice it here and now.
Granted, graduates and oneyear graduate students are now
dratf-eligible. What about medical, dental, or divinity students?
Are their lives any more valuable,
beautiful, or precious than the
lives of a poor black, chicano, or
white who didn't make it through
high school? Or more precious
than that of a man who quits
school to wo1·k or follow another
way or life other than that of the
B.A. or Ph.D.?
A garbage man, a poet, a businessman, a cop, a busdriver, a
young father, a lawyer a hippie,
an ivy-leaguer, ad infinitum are
all equally precious and valuable
to themselves, to their friends and

I

,- ·~
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Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm.

w~~

* * *

If you choose to resist, you must

face the consequences (jail, going
underground, or fleeing the country.) Rev. William Coffin, Yale
chaplain now under indictment
on anti-draft conspiracy charges,
believes that one must face jail
if one conscientiously breaks the
law.
''Those guilty of civil disobedience are actually upholding the
legal order by submitting to the
legal punishment. They are not
so much breaking the law as adhering to a higher principle.''
Maybe you don't want anything
to do with the legal order. This,
at least, is a challenge to it.
Supreme Court Justice William
0. Douglas said; "What America
needs is a big basic social revolution!"
"To partake in the moral and
social revolution going on today
in America is to discard the double standard of morality and to
practice what you believe.''

Malcers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

ifREIJ COC

SJLOON

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies
Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

q~

* * *

(Continued from page 1)
work-for a master's degree and
tan years for a doctorate.
DEAN SPRINGER has also recommended suspension of the
"continuous registration" rule
for students preparing a master's
thesis or a doctoral dissertation.
The rule requires students to
register with the University each
semester while they are completing this work.
Selective Service Director Lewis
Hershey has implied that teaching assistants may be deferred by
their local draft boards, since
there is a provision for critical
deferments for needed teachers.
Dean S·pringer has suggested that
graduate students be encouraged
to try to obtain these deferments.
The University's present policy
of suspension of credit for uncompleted courses will be continued, Dean Springer said yesterday. "It would be unfair to
give preference to students who
are drafted but do not complete
their course work," he said.
"WE DO EXPECT a certain
amount of attrition caused by the
draft," the graduate school head
said yesterday. "But we are used
to a certain amount of attrition
in the normal course of events,"
he added.
Graduate enrollment at UNM
this year is about 2575. Dean
Springer said that 2162 students
were accepted last spring, but
that only 1358 actually enrolled
this fall. Some 496 of those ac-

offers the largest selection of
HALLMARK EASTER CARDS
in this area,
WEDDING INVITATIONS
and all paper goods
for the bride to be
3501 Lomas Blvd. NE 255-4989

* * *

Under the new 25th amendment to the Constitution, the President
could immediately install the Vice-President as the new leader if he
chose to resign at once, but he is not likely to do this, nor is it likely
that such a change would resolve the caretaker dilemma, for Hubert
,.JI.umphrey is totally committed to and identified with all of Johnson's
policies, particularly the ones that have been under fire.
So, for the sake of the country, we must all try to make the best
of the situation in which we suddenly find ourselves. We know from
previous experience that this is not going to be easy, but much can
be done merely by resisting the temptation to exploit it.

* * "'
In their last year of office, Presidents Truman and Eisenhower were
also lame ducks of a sort, but, unlike Johnson, they were still in firm
control of their respective parties: they were able to pick their successors, they were able to construct the party platform for the futur,e and they were able to require their successors to carry on their
policies. Thus party continuity was assured.
Even so, it is only fair to note that both Truman and Eisenhower
were not able to get much done in their final year. The record was
negative at best. Truman could not settle the Korean War, nor prevent the great steel strike. Eisenhower, after the 1960 U-2 incident,
was never able to recover the initiative on foreign policy.

* * *

. There is no precedent for the present situation of a retiring President who knows in advance that if his party wins the election he apparently will be succeeded by a rival Democrat pledged to reversing
his leader's policies both at home and abroad.
There is also the further unprecedented fact that most of the Democratic senators and congressmen will now quickly switch their allegiance from the President to one of the candidates who wants to repudiate Johnson's policies, This does not bode well for the legislation
that the administration has been pushing on Capitol Hill.

* * *
secretary says the President has been

The White House press
considering withdrawal since January. This may arouse some scepticism,
but to me, at least, it sounds quite plausible, In fact, in the New York
Times Sunday Magazine of December 17, I had occasion to write that
"a surprising number of politicians who know Johnson well are convinced he won't run if the primaries and polls" indicate he would suffer defeat.
Also, in a column on March 18, I had further occasion to observe
that Senator Kennedy had entered the race because he "perceived that
the President, for his party's sake as well as his own, may follow the
precedent set by other Chief Executives who inherited the office and
were later re-elected. Like Teddy Roosevelt, Coolidge, and Truman,
lte may choose not to run again." Now Johnson has carried on this
f~ng tradition which, on the whole, may be a desirable one.

LETTERS
Dines' Statements
Contradictory, Lacks
Logic
Dear Editor:
On March 21 The Lobo printed
an article concerning the resignation of Jim Dines from the Student Senate. In that article Dines
was quoted several times, and his
statements have aroused some
questions in my mind.
I would like to know how Jim
Dines proposes to return student
government to the student body?
Are not the "select few" which
he condemns the few that the
students selected?
Does he -propose to return student government to the apathetic
student body, a group that only
ran two more candidates for office
than there were seats available in
the last election? Only 1737 students participated in the last senatorial election out of 9500 eligible, approximately 18.28 per cent.
Does he suggest that anarchy
should prevail and that the affairs
of student government should be
bogged down in the quagmire of
an apathetic student body? Would
the masses be able to provide more
quality by sacrificing expediency?
Is Mr. Dines also so naive that
he could believe that government
of any sort is void of politics and
that his own stand is not a political one? Yet he claims that as a
former senator he would return
student government to the students as a "non-politician.''

TO THE

EDITOR

How does Dines plan to cut the
budget and whew? How does he
arrive at the figure "$6 or $7"
for the reduction in activity fees?
All of Mr. Dines' statements were
very idealistic, but he neglected
to qualify his accusations and to
provide solutions for the problems
that l1e enumerated.
· If 1\Ir. Dines is so concerned
with 1·eform, he should instigate it
as the senat{)r that he was .elected
to be. I think it is he who has let
down the student body-the same
body that installed him and others into office and .placed him in
the ranks of the "select few.'' If
he is seeking the presidency of
this student body he is asking us
to re-elect him to the government
which he so vigorously attacked
and from which he resigned. How
would Jim Dines be "joining the
ranks of the students" by returning to the "select few" of the government?
Tony Olmi

is expressed by popular vote. That
when a man is elected by this
system, it is a public expression
of confidence in that man's ability
to make decisions for the welfare
of the majority; and that when
he fails, he is voted out of office.
With this thought in mind, I
would like to propose a more progressive governmental organization, one that will allow complete
flexibility of policy to fit the ordinary citizen, one that will, undoubtedly, provide u place for
every issue--The President of the
Month Club. This should be instituted as quickly as possible as
there is precious little time to
find someone. to vote for in the
next election.
Secondly, and sincerely, I wish
to express great admiration for
Mr. Johnson, and his diplomacy',
in telling the nation to go to hell.
Gary Saxton

Proposes New Club

Leader Elected ..•

With the President's decision to
turn away from the upcoming
election, whatever his reasons may
be, r feel prompted to express
my feelings on several related
subjects, and though I may be a
bit naive, politically (I am certainly not briefed daily on national and international situations), what I say may mean
something to someone.
First, I understand that democracy is based on the fact that the
majority rules, and that dissent

MAN, TRATG. Rt:At..L.Y
l?orrVM 51-lEL.F

(Continued from page 1)
Byatt said a bus with kitchen and
sleeping facilities will be sent out
through the four quadrants of the
state over Easter vacation. Efforts
will be made to help organize
other Kennedy groups. The bus
can hold only four to six people,
"which isn't enough," Byatt said,
"but it should be fun.''
Another meeting will be held
next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union.

SPITFIRE ARCHERY LANES
Beginner and Hunter Classes now forming
New Leagues Also Forming
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY

345"2549

5200 San Mateo NE
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famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch ll!30-2:3o dinner 5:30·9:30

413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
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cepted rejected UNM's offer or
did not reply, and 310 failed to
show up in the fall, he said.
DEAN SPRINGER said next
year's applicants may be asked to
list their present draft status in
the application form. "I rather
think we may not do this, although
we have not decided yet," he
said.
Students may feel that UNM
"might
discriminate
against

them" if they are vulnerable to
the draft, and this could lower
the number of qualified applicants, the dean said.
"Better than half of the graduate applicants also apply for financial aid, and asking them to
indicate their draft status accentuates this problem," he added.

Sen. Trovelstead

With Your

Phone 265-8437

II :00 a.m. - I :00 a.m. Daily

90.1 Mcs.

Having Problems
Curriculum

Seeks Presidency
(Continued from page 1)
_bring about a change in the
stagnant student-government establishment.''
Dines had no comment, either
as a student government critic or
as a possible presidential hopeful, when asked about his reaction to Travelstead's planned announcement of candidacy.
STUDENT Senator Ron Curry,
a vice-presidential hopeful, yesterday became the first candidate
to declare publicly for Associated
Students office (see story this
page). Student government
sources indicate he will probably
face no opposition in the May 3
spring elections.
Fifteen students who have not
yet declared their candidacy for
any office have picked up petitions for filing. They include: Joe
Alarid, Patsy Benton, Pat Boatwright, Bill Cocke, Leonard DeLayo, Gregory Hennig, Tom
Hogg, Claudia Jackson, Mia Rey
Mirabel, Greg Montgomery, Tony
Olmi, Paul Sauser, Charles Serns,
Myrna Valdez, and Nick Watrin.
PETITIONS for candidacy are
available in the student government offices in the Activities Center of the Union. Deadline for
filing is April 22.
Members of the Associated Students will go to the polls May 8
to choose a president, vice-president, NSA coordinator, and 12
student senators.
ALSO up for approval in the
May 3 election will be the proposed Associated Students budget
for next year and several constitutional amendments, among
them one which would reduce the
number of student senators from
25 to 18, and would eliminate the
staggered election system. Under
the present constitution, 13 senators are elected in the fall and 12
in the spring, all for one-year
terms.

or your Career?
Consult

College
Career
Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
·Office Hours by Appointment
Phone 265·8288
124 Washington S.E.

Offshore Oil -A Developing Technofogy
A Talk To Be Given By Mr. Art Rigg
Of Humble Oil Co. Houston, Texas

April 3 -

7:30 PM -

E.E. Room 20 I

A review of engineering methods and techniques employed
by the petroleum industry to discover and develop offshore oil
and gas reserves. The presentation includes a discussion of
both fixed and floating platforms and equipment employed to
complete wells on the ocean floor. Prepared for Stanford
seminar presentation April 22, 1966.

SDSers • • •

(Continued from page 1)
SDS was the initiator of the observance, Kennedy said.
SDS discussed support of coming events, including a proposed
birthday celebration for the late
Malcolm X April 28 by various
black organizations. Members
said a gentle Friday will be held
April 26 on Zimmerman Field.
Plans for that day include a pet
show and two bands, SDS members said.
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK

Believe in yourself. Life in a
bureaucratic technocracy tends to
automate and de-personalize. Resist that too. Assert yourself and
your conscience and thus give
credence to your dignity, your
value, and your goodness. It may
be the best thing you've done so
far.

..
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NEW MEXICO J.OBO

Patronize
lobo Advertizers

parents, and to their country as
are the "deferred ones.'' Imagine
America without cops or poets! A
divinity student would surely recognize this and be a resister. One
who believes Christ and who
spreads his word would surely
practice the word. So it seems to
us.
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Randy Trembly
Phi Delta Theta was founded
December 26, 1848, at Miami Unir'\>ersity in Oxford, Ohio. New
Mexico Alpha of Phi Delta Theta
was founded December 7, 1946.
At the present time, NMA has 90
members (78 actives and 12
pledges). Our scholarship interest
is evident in our desire to win the
Sigma Chi Scholarship Award as
we have the past three years.
The philanthropic project for
our chapter included our annual
Christmas Party for an orphan
group in Albuquerque, and buying tickets for the Shriner's Circus for an orphan group. Our
public service projects very form
painting the new Jaycee Boy's
Club building to planting flowers
at Bernalillo County Indian Hospital.

Sandra Taylor
Alpha Delta Pi, founded May
15, 1851, as the Adelphean Society at Wesley College in Macon,
Georgia, is the oldest secret society for college women, and the
mother of the sorority system.
A D Pi grew at Wesley and in
1905, became a national sorority.
The sorority continued to grow
and in 1929 became an international sorority.
Alpha Delta Pi came to the
University of New Mexico in
1920 when Alpha Nu chapter was
chartered. The Home of Alpha Nu
is 423 University N.E. where it
has been since its founding.
Alpha Nu sponsors a Korean
Orphan. Included in the traditions
of Alpha Nu is the Hanging of
the Greens, which was started on
the U.N.M. campus by A D Pi.

Ron Harris
At one time Beta Xi of Sigma
Chi owned the old Albuquerque
Country Club and was perhaps
the only fraternity that could
boast of possessing a private ninehole golf course. The Sigs sold
their property to the city, retaining the land where the present
chapter house stands.
During semester break the
brothers said farewell to Hugo
Uribe, a foreign exchange student
from Chile, who had received a
four-yea1• room and board scholarship from the chapter. Although
never a Sig himself, Hugo was
felt to be a part of the chapter
and we will always remember the
humorous stories of his "americanization."

Michal Teal
Although Delta Gamma was
established in 1873, New Mexico's
Delta Alpha chapter, whose 54
members hail from Billings, Montana to Memphis, Tennessee, became part of the campus in 1961
and moved into its house in 1965.
Delta Alpha has contributed to
its national project of Aid to the
Blind by constructing a. Braille
map of the UNM campus to orient
blind students.
Delta Alpha also has held a
Christmas party for foreign exchange students, opened it's house
for the Mortar Board Convention
during spring break, and its alumnae have held various parties to
raise funds for community needs.

~.

Pi Gamma Chapter of Chi Omega at UNM, was installed January 1, 1926, and since then has
grown to be one of the largest
sororities on campus. It's primary
philanthropic project is the sponsorship of an orphan boy in
France. Last semester, we donated
a large sum of money to the Longfellow Elementary School lunch
program, filled many bags for
Good Will industries, and sent
"Ditty Bags" to soldiers in Vietnam.
Chi Omega!! are very active in
extracurricular activities. They
boast 4 Campanas, 4 Spurs, 2
Honor Program students. This
year, two of the Chaparrals are
Chi Omegas, and five of the 15
Best Dressed finalists were, Chi
Omegegas.

Lambda Chi Alpha was founded
on November 2, 1909 at Boston
University. It is composed of 163
chapters and 10 colonies. It is the
second largest fraternity in the
United States. Lambda Chi was
colonized at UNM in January of
1966.
This year the Lambda Chi's had
two outstanding service projects.
The first was a sorority Kidnap.
We kidnapped the presidents of
nine sororities. The ransom was
one article of clothing or food per
sorority girl. All the food and
clothing was donated to the Sal·
vation Army.
The second project was a bank
holdup. We dressed as gangsters
and "held up" businesses, banks,
grocery stores, etc. All the money
was turned in to the March of
Dimes.

Alpha Chi Omega was founded
at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana in 1885. Alpha
Gamma chapter of Alpha Chi
Omega wos founded on the University of New Mexico campus in
1918.
During the past year, Alpha ·
Chi honors and activities include 1
Homecoming Queen, Engineering•
Queen, Fiesta Queen, Pike Dream
Girl attendant, members of Little
Sisters of Minerva, Little Sigmas,
and the president of J>ikettes,
three Chaparrabr, ·- se\'eb · Spul'll, ··
three Las Campanas, Panhellenic
president, three members of AWS
Judicial Board, S c hoI a r ship
award, campus Coordinator for
the New Mexico association of
Student Government, and the
treasurer and recording secretary
of AWS.

Tony Bull
Fiji is the nickname for the international f r a t e r n i t y of Phi
Gamma Delta. Founded in 1848
at Jefferson Co I I e g e, Pennsylvania, the fraternity has grown
to now number 60,000 living members in 95 chartered chapters and
5 colonies throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
Alpha Nu chapter at the University of New Mexico was chartered on October 22, 1966, and
was the youngest colony of Phi
Gamma Delta to be given a charter in the history of the £rater~
nity. During the two years of its
existence on this campus, Fijis
have placed among· the top two
fraternities in scholarships and
have had members active in all
facets of campus life.

~~-~

representing G r e e k culture at
each house during the exchange
dinner. The Idea E x c h an g e,
Thursday at 8: 00 p.m., has proved an excellent stimulus for the
interchange of viewpoints. Chapter presidents, rush chairmen,
social chahmen, pledge trainers,
housemothers, and advisors will
meet in the SUB theatre for a
movie and then break up into
smaller discussion groups Friday's activities will be topped by a dance in the SUB from
10:00 to 12:00 p.m. with music
by the "Hereafter."
Saturday is the big day of
Greek W cek. Ann Heutcr and
Bob McLaughlin have planned a
work day starting at 9:30 a.m.
This year's project will be cleaning city parks
:5uzanne Jones and Pat Gres
have planned Sunday afternoon's
reception for outstanding high
school students. Here the students
will learn about Greek life at
UNM.
The Greek Week banquet will
climax the week's activities. Dr.
Ferrel Heady, president-elect of
UNM, will speak to Greek students.
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Alex Doyle
Pi Beta Phi was the fh:st National Women's Sorority. It was
founded in 1867 At Mammoth
College and Now has 113 Active
chapters. Our philanthropic project is a settlement school at Gattlinburg, Tenn.
Each year we give three dances
(Baby Triad, a Theme Dance and
Formal Triad) along with other
projects such as a Christmas
party for deprived children.
We also strive for high scholastic standing and have been first
on campus for the past two semesters.

GREEK WEEK
BEGINS TODAY

UNM's 11th annual Greek week
begins today. Activities have been
planned through Sunday night to
stimulate better understanding
among all Greek houses.
Nineteen Greek houses will participate in the events planned,
ranging from Greek games on
Friday afternoon to a banquet
Sunday night.
Talent Night will begin tonight
at 8:00 in the Concert Hall. Three
awards will be given for 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd place honors. Winners
will also be given participation
points for entering or winning.
Each house has joined with another one to present their own
special brand of talent.
A traditional Slave Sale will
start Thursday's activities, beginning at 2:30 at the Sigma Chi
house. Each house will sell two
slaves in Greek costume to work
until 6:30 that evening. Money
raised from the Slave Sale goes
to charity each year. This year's,
Sale was planned by Pete Gross
and Carole Loy. At 5:30 Thursday
L
evening G r e e k s will travel to
JACK PICKEL and Janet Schultz, co-chairman for Greek Week, are shown other houses for dinner. Jigger
here inspecting the participation trophy to be awarded to the fraternity or soror- Schrein and Rod Luhn have preity with the most participation points at the end of Greek Week.
pared torches to be displayed
Pi Kappa Alpha, the first national Greek letter fraternity
chartered at UNM, this year celebrates its centennial anniversary.
Founded at the University of Virginia in 1868, with Beta Delta
chapter chartered at UNM in
1915, Pi Kappa Alpha currently
has 139 active chapters and 80,000 initiated members.
Here at UNM, the Pikes are
the current Homecoming Sweepstakes and·• Intramural champidlts.
J/¥
-_;...
lligbliglit of the Pike s~ial
season is the Dream Girl Formal.
Our new Dream Girl for 1968 is
Miss Flori Gibbons.

Steve Hiner
Kappa Alpha Order was founded in 1865 at Washington and Lee
College, and today has well over
90 active chapters. While not restricted to the South all chapters
still maintain the high ideals of
"Southern" chivalry and womanhood.
In keeping with this tradition,
all KA chapters celebrate "Dixie
Days" in early May, more widely
known as "Old South." Traditional among these activities are a
series of parties and dinners in
the Southern fashion, accompanied by the firing of the Confederate
cannons as Kappa Alpha once
more seceds from the University.

-----------------·

Mary Louise Davis
Since colonization in 1965, Phi
Mu has established many traditions. Among these are a fall
pledge presentation, a spring Carnation Ball, named for Phi Mu's
national flower-the enchantress
carnation, a yearly Christmas
party for the children of Barelas
Community Center, and tea cozies
on the first and third Fridays of
every month. Yearly the chapter
actively works to raise money to
help her national philanthropy,
the S. S. Hope which was adopted
in 1963.

Jim Turpie
Alpha Tau Omega, University
of New Mexico's newest fraternity, received its colony status
August 28, 1967. Working with
a nucleus Of dedicated brothers,
it has grown to 27 members. The
high standards that have been
responsible for ATO's leadership
among national fraternities will
be the guide post for establishing
another strong chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega.
Shouldering its share of responsibility as a leader, ATO was the
first national fraternity to officially establish a "Help Week Program". This program was designe dto replace the older forms of
pre-initiation hazing, and has
since been adopted by most other
responsible nationals.

~-·---~~---'"·-------~--~c:-cc·;~------··:··

Gary Wilson
Alpha Kappa Lambda was
started as a colony in November
of 1966, with 13 members. By
April of 1967 the colony petitioned for a charter .. The Fraternity
was chartered as the Alpha Sigma chapter on March 2, 1968.
We have had many social events
throughout our one and half year
existence. The first was January
12, 1968, our first annual "Yellow
Rose Forma}". In April we will
hold our second annual "Snoopy
Party."
AKL has been active in campus
affairs. Our members interests
range from Student Senate activities to the intramural program,
with several being members of
professional honoraries. The 18
active charter members of the
fraternity had a grade point average of 2.920 at the time of installation.

,,

GLEN CAMPBELL will be in concert here in the Concert Hall Saturday
night, April 6, at 8:00 p.m. He is presented by the UNM Popular Enter~
tainment Committee and KOB.

Founded on this campus in
1946, Sigma Alpha Epsilon has
increased since then to a chapter
of ninety members with a strong
Little Sisters of Minerva chapter
of women numbering twenty five.
On the social side, the fraternity boasts a varisty of costume
parties during the semester including Alpine Party, Gambling
Party, a Roman Revel, a Secret
Desires Party, two formals per
year, and a variety of other social
events.
The major philanthropic project
of the fraternity this year has
been a "big brother" program in
which nineteen members entertain a "little brother" from Esperanza School for Boys. In addi-

Established in 1888 at Boston
Univeq:sity, Delta Delta Delta
was the first women's fraternity
to be founded as a national organization and was also one of
the seven founders of the National Panhellenic Conference. Phi
Delta Chapter was founded at
the University of New Mexico in
1949 and now has approximately
50 members.
The pledge party, the Founders
Day Banquet, Crescent Formal,
Dad's Day, the Spring tea. for
mothers, the Spring party, and
the Pansy Ring Breakfast are
among the annual events. Other
activities for this year include
the Pledge Dance at the Union
and the Christmas party given
for a Junior Girl Scout Troop.

DOUG SPEAGLE is shown here straining to
win the tug-of-war in last year's Greek Games.

The 71 members of Gamma
Beta chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma have been pretty busy
this year. Besides our annual
Christmas party and Dad's dinner we wo~::ked with the Toys for
Tots campaign at Christmas time.
We've had activities with other
Greeks, Baby Triad with the Pi
Phi's and Theta's, and we are
now looking forward to Formal
Triad.
In campus activities we have
girls on the popular entertainment committee, Fiesta~
Homecoming committees, J.a net
Schultz:, Greek Week eo-chairman;
Kathleen Rail and Barbara Bennett, Student Senators; five Spurs,
two Las Campanas, and two in
Mortar Board.

They will be held this year at 3 :30 on Friday a
fternoon at Zimmerman Field.

Phi Sigma Kappa colonized at
the University of New Mexico in
the spring of 1961. We received
our charter on February 16, 1963.
Our total .enrollment is now approximately 30.
Including in our annual activitives are: · A Moonlight Ball,
Founder's Day Banquet, Christmas Party, Preferentials, Red
Dog Saloon Brawl, and Bacchanal. We participate in some annual civic projects, such as the
Cerebral Palsy Drive and Heart
Di!fve, ln (irevious yelft"s we conducted a "bed push" from Santa
Fe to Albuquerque as part of the
Cerebral Palsy Drive.
This year we sponsored a group
of underprivileged children at the
Shriner's Circus.

Kappa Alpha Theta supports
the Institute of Logopedics as its
main service project.
Throughout the year many
Theta's have taken an active part
in campus activities including
Greek Week chairman, Associated
Women Students president and
Judical Board member.
In addition, Kappa Alpha Theta
has a Pledge Presentation, Christmas Party, Dad's Day, Parents'
tea, p I e d g e-active picnic and
Spring Retreat to Ghost Ranch.
The Theta's are looking forward
to a very exciting Greek Week.

DREXELL DOUGLASS here
proudly displays the participation
trophy awarded to his fraternity,
Phi Delta Theta, at last year's
banquet.

..·············•·········
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

WEDNESDAY: Talent Night,
Concert Hall, 8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY: Slave Sale, Sig~
rna Chi House, 2:30 p.m.; Exchange Dinner, 5:30 p.m.; Idea
Exchange, SUB Theatre, 8:00
p.m.
FRIDAY: Greek Games Zimmerman Field, 3:30 p.m.; Dance
SUB Ballroom, 10:00 p.m.

SATURDAY: Workday,
a.m.

9:00

SUNDAY: Senior Reception,
2:00 p.m.; Banquet, 8:00 p.m.

Jack Pickel

Susan Foster

Vicki Vaida

Jim Ellis

Carole Villard

Kathleen Rail

Jim Melton

Anne Knight

...............,•..-.-.·.·.-...-..,..........

----------------
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Ron Nelson to Play 1n Olympic Trials
the junior college team will meet
the NCAA Blues at 9 p.m.
Joining Nelson on the ten-man
White team are such standouts
as Mike Butler from Memphis
State, Shaler Halimon from Utah
State, Calvin Murphy from Niagara, Bob Portman from Creighton, Charlie Scott from North
Carolina, and Ken Spain from
Houston.
UTAH'S MERV "The Magician" Jackson is on the Red team
with Jo Jo White of Knnsas. Rick
Mount and Cliff Parsons will repl'esent the Air Force. Pete Maravich of Louisiana State University
heads up the Blue team which includes Rick Adelman of Loyola
of Los Angeles, Mike Casey of
Kentucky, and Bud Ogden of Santa Clara.
Four games will be played each
day in the three-day trials. An
Olympic selection committee will
be present during the trials and
will select an 18-man team from
the 88 prospects. The championship game will be played Saturday at 9 p.m.
ELVIN HAYES, Houston's
basketball player-of-the-year, has
signed a professional basketball

contract. Hayes indicated earlier
he would not participate in the

UNM Tennis Team
Picks Up Double Win
The UNM tennis team picked
up its sixth and seventh wins of
the season with victories over
New Mexico State and the University of Texas-El Paso (UTEP)
last weekend.
The Lobos beat the Aggies 7-2
Saturday and whipped the Miners 6-0 Sunday at El Paso. Two
of the Lobos' top men, Ted Russell
and Tony Bull, did not compete
against UTEP because the Miner
team was minus two players due
to illness.
Against UTEP, Van Hill, Willie Oropez, Bill Thompson, and
Donnie Ball scored singles victories. In the doubles competition,
Robb Jones and Oropez, and Steve
Aragon and Doug MacCurdy won
matches.
New Mexico's only loss of the
season came at the hands of conference opponent Brigham Young.
The Lobos stand 7-1 on the
season.
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By WAYNE CIDDIO
New Mexico basketball fans
will get another chance to see Lobo guard Ron Nelson in action this
week when he and a host of dis~inguished basketball names in'l'ade University Arena fo1· the
Olympic men's basketball selection trials.
After a week-long training session in Indianapolis, Nelson was
named to the NCAA university
division White team. Two other
university division teams, the
Reds and the Blues, will also participate in the eight-team trials.
ALONG WITH the three university division squads will be
teams from the college division,
the junior college ranks, the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU), the
armed forces, and the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
The . trials will open with a
game between the university
division Red team and the armed
forces squad at 2 p.m. Thursday.
The White team and the N.A.I.A.
representatives will play at 3:30
p.m. In the night session, the
AAU squad will play the NCAA
college division at 7:30 p.m., and
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Meet the

trials because of financial difficulties.
The 18 players selected during
the trials will work out at Adams
State College in Colorado this
summer. The squad will be trimmed down to 12 by another selection committee to determine who
will represent the United States
in the October Olympic Games in
Mexico City.
Tickets for the trials are on
sale now at the Johnson Gym
ticket office. UNM students with
athletic cards will be able to buy
tickets for $1.50.

'

.1!

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the Dorms

255-5381
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry.Cieaning
and laundry
Open 8 AM-8 PM

.

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247.()836

GETZ/GILBERI'O ~
STAN GETZ-JOAO GiiJlERTO

Large Collection of Paperbacks
5,000 TitIes !

JlicoRDBo J.ivB AT CAiiWwrii i=i:ALL

._._

Science Fiction To Classics
~ Price

-

Records
$1.98 up
Jazz- Classics

.
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A 1nessage of inlportance to
all people at The Rebellious Age.
There comes a time in your life when
it seems absolutely right to rebel
against old ideas. Against all the things
that seem to be stacked up against
your generation.
Unfortunately, religious faith is one
of the things that may get discarded
right about now.
But should it be?
Your Faith echoes the very feelings
you probably have right now. About

injustice. Inhumanity. Poverty. Cruelty.
Prejudice. Hate.
That's why your Faith is the very thing
you should be working with.
It can strengthen you. It can make
things happen. In yourself, and in all
the world around. But only if you let it.
And only if you put it to work.
President John F. Kennedy said:
"God's work must truly be our own/'
What do you say?

Pr•••nted as a public service by:

College and Career Department

First Baptist Church
Central and Broadway

••
••
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••
••
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YAMAHA-
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THE FINE PRODUCTS
YOU RECEIVED IN YOUR CdllfUd~pa,e:
ARE AVAILABLE HERE!

0

.

·....

THE PAC FOR MEN
Brylcream
Macleans
Mennen Deodorant
Colgate 100
Rapid Shave Lime
Old Spice Aftershave
Absorbine, Jr.

THE PAC FOR WOMEN
Halo Shampoo
Macleans Toothpaste
Right Guard
Neutrogena Soap
Meds
Ponds Cold Cream
Clairol Lipstick
Dreamflower Talc
Squibb Sweeta
Neet Coupon

USE THEM! BUY THEM HERE!

Only 40c

• • • • • • • • • $.$$$®

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••

•••••

at the

GRAND
OPENING

ussodnted
students
bookstore

of

8~~~
YAMAHA SAlES

NEW LOCATION
April 5. 9 to 9 .
April 6. 9 to· 5:30
4724 Menaul Blvd. NE
Phone 255-0237

..........

-

.....--

-~·-······ J-~-• • • • • • • •
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Selected

UNM Sweatshirts $1.95
UNM Jackets $4.95

,

I

I

GROUND FLOOR-NEW MEXICO UNION
277-2826

J

'
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WANT ADS
LOST
BLACK PURSE at Kennedy rally. Desperate for reading g]asses in purse.
Reward offered. Phone 256-0344.
A LOS ALAMOS High School class ring
and a pearl ring in Zimmennan Library.
If found, please c:ontact Linda Scar..
brough, 3505 Garcia NE. Phone 2982930. Reward offered. 4/5
FOUND
LADY'S HANDBAG. !round at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may claim at Student Publications office.
Rm. 159.

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your Think Green
r') Money
_,.......,/_
Man

UN

RADIO
1150

90 Winrock

MoNTGOMERY

WARD
The Riverside
175cc "Scrambler"

HELP WANTED
GIRL w/car to care for 14-month-old boy,
8-10 a.m. Tuesday-Saturday. Could ~et
bn~k to campus in time for a 10 :30 class
1442 Princeton NE. 2~6-3074,
·
CONSCIENTIOUS 1 Plan yonr faD semester job now. 15 hours per week. $1.25
per hour, Secretary Student-Faculty Association. Applications in Activities Center. Deadline April 5. 4/3
PART TIME male help wanted. Apply in
person at Der Wienerschnitze1, 4201
Central NE. No phone calls please.
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Franr.iaCD,
California. 94U7.
LAST CHANCE to apply for StodcntFaculty Association. Applications in
Activities Center. Deadline April 5 for
information call 255-6327, evenings. 4/3
STUDENTS HALF PRICE I Manhattan
Festival Ballet at UNM Concert Hall
April 7, 2:00 p.m. and 8 :00 p.m. Tickets
on sale at Concert Hall..
DO YOU BITE your nails 1 Would you
like to stop 1 A limited number of people are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept.. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-4235 for BPllointment.
FOR SALE
1960 TRIUMPH motorcycle with 1964
engine 650cc. Black. See at 1106% Grand
NE. 3/29
NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
slightly used. Will sacrifice at $80. Call
344-1969 after 5 p.m. 4/4
OPEN 3-5 SUNDAY, 1316 Bryn Mawr
N.E. It sparkles inside & out. Here"s
the best 3 bedrm. home, tastefully carpeted, fireplace & kitchen with dish·
washer. disposer & }g. covered patio.
This home close to UNlll Tennis club
& shopping~ At $15,000 it's a winner.
See Sam Cooper, 265-8571 ..venings &
weekends 842·8280.
1966 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Good
condition. Good tires, radio & heater
Wire wheels, many extras. 298-1636 a!,.;
5 p.m. Only $1200. Want to sell.
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep
30" bigb: 7 dwrs: pbony walnnt finish:
$80. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg. alter 5 p.m. Do not

call

LAW DOCTOR cap & gown. Fits height 6
ft. Excellent condition. Reasonable. Call
265-7413. 4/5
1966 SUZUKI 150cc. Excellent condition.
Phone 344-9088. 4/5
FROM THE HOLY LAND: Jericho
Pottery, Roman oil lamps, Late Roman
Maccabean. and Early Christian coin~
on sale at the Musenm of Anthropology
Sales Desk in the Anthropology Bnild~~~· Open Tuesday thrn Saturday 9 to 4.
1934 PONTIAC 4 dr. sedan. 242-4282.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNM area).
It's a world of its own l Rustic, charm..
ing. with patios; and gardensJI you ll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, diningroom, MeXIcan tile bathroom, perfect
for a couple I $14.000, call Bruce Caird
266-8571 or evenings Z47-80f8. CalrdNorrla Realty.
~x
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All-Star Teams Open Trials
By BOB RUSSO
Basketball teams representing
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics and the
National Junior College Athletic
Association will start play in the
Olympic trials at University
Arena Thursday.
The NAIA All-Stars will take
on the NCAA white team at 3:30
p.m. and the Junior College AllStars will meet the NCAA blue
team at 9 :00 p.m. Both teams will
start play Thursday.
THE .JC SQUAD features 6 foot
8 center Spencer Haywood from
Trinidad State JC (Colo.) and
the leading California JC Association player in 6 foot 8 forward
Sam Robinson from Pasadena
City College.
Three other pivot stars are 6
foot 10 Paul Ruffner, from California champion Cerritos College,
6 foot 9 John Trapp from Pasadena, and 6 foot 8 Danny Hester
from Murray State (Okla.).
OTHER MEN up ;front are
three outstanding forwards, 6 foot
7 Wayne Canaday from Vincennes
University JC (Ind.), 6 foot 6
John Johnson from Northwest
Community College (Wyo.), and
6 foot 6 Lee Tolliver from Mt.
San Jacinto College (Calif.).
Co-coaches Jerry Tarkanian of
Pasadena (Calif.) and Dick Baldwin of Broom Tech (N.Y.) hope
speed, size, and desire can make
up for the polish of more seasoned
opponents in the games this weekend.
THE JUNIOR college team will
be up against NCAA blue team
standouts, Pete Maravich of
Louisiana State University and
Tennessee's 7 foot Tom Boerwinkle in Thursday's first round.
The 11 man NAIA squad,
coached by Jim Gudger of Western Carolina and his assistant,
Bill Vining of Ouchita Baptist,

Ark., boasts three players who
led the NAJA to victory in the
1967 Pan American Games. They
are Darryl Jones, a 6 foot 5 forward from St. Benedict's, Kan.;
Don Dee, a 6 foot 7 forward from
St. Mary of the Plains, Kan., and
Charlie Paulk, a 6 foot 8 center
from Northeastern Oklahoma.
The other forwards are Joe'
Gallagher, 6 foot 7, Pembroke
State, N.C., and Jasper Wilson, 6
foot 7 Southern, La. Other cen-

3 7~,7'8'Cf
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ters are Julius Keyes, 6 foot 10,
Alsorn A&M, Miss., and Doug
Williams, 6 foot 9, St. Mary's,
Texas.
The guards are Glynn Saulters,
6 foot 2, Northeast Louisiana;
Lloyd Higgins, 6 foot 6, Pasadena,
Calif.; Dwight Duxante, 5 foot 8,
Catawba, N.C., and Ron Kornegay, 5 foot 8, Monmouth, N.J.
Gudger said the team will have
to use its speed and hustle to
make up for its lack of height.
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Italian-made!

$419

Special campus price

175cc Scrambler has dual sprocket,
takes highways at SB mph, dimbs
trails on a 45° incline-does it all
with easel Save now on this bikel

Ask about Ward's
298-5511
Young Adult Credit Plan!

SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
grammar, spelling, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Secretary beh>
you. Partial background: Advertising :
Art : Finaneial; Legal; Sciences.. Experienced typing professional papers presented national engineering conferences.
Phone: 242-0649.

Now In Its 3rd Great Week
ACADEMY
Best Actor
awARD Best Picture Best
Best ~ctress
ltD
Duector
NO.MINATIONS Best su=:r:,:.~~:

7

Best Cine11atography
JOSEPH E LEVINE

MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN ......,."',,...

"Benjamindo you find me
undesirabler
-Ob,no
Mrs. Robinson.
I think
you're the
most attractive
of all
· my parents'

friends..

THE GRADUATE
··ANNE BANCRm:T-.nl EIIAN · u...-IIISS
TECHNICOLOR

o·

Heady Announces J•
H
I
0
.
Possible Return
tm tnes e ps rgan•ze
Of Peace Corps New UNM Political Party

NO COMPLIMENTARY PASSES

Students:

Here's where the left wing
and the right wing
get together,

Audition Dates Set
For RHC laugh In

i

STANTON WATERMAN

By MELISSA HOWARD
Student Senate last night censured Speakers Committee Chairman Tom Horn for his "highly
partisan" introduction of Sen a tor
Robert F. Kennedy Friday. The
body also met in executive session to question Associated Students President John Thorson
about his involvement in the Students for Kennedy group.
The censure motion was introduced by Senators Gary Cone and
George Hiller and passed by a
nine-to-seven vote with two abstentions. None of the senators
commented on the executive session discussion with Thorson.
"IT IS THE implied responsibility of the chairman of the
Speakers Committee to uphold
and
maintain the interests and
TALENT NIGHT last night kicked off Greek
Week banquet will finish off this week's activities.
welfare
of the students at all
Week activities on the UNM campus. Each house
President-elect Dr. Ferrel Heady will speak.
times
by
objective and non-partijoined with !mother one to present a program. A
UNM's nine sororities and 13 fraternities are
san
sponsorship
and introduction
Slave Sale, an Idea Exchange, and a dance are
parti~:ipating in the 11th annual Greek Week.
of
all
speakers
.
. ." the resoluon the schedule for upcoming activities. The Greek
tion against Horn stated.
Objectivity is vital so that "the
students may have the opportunTo UNM Campus
ity to individually judge a particular speaker without any partisan
influences or commitments being
made by any member of the student body who is acting in an official capacity . . ." the bill said.
CONE AND Hiller also introduced a proposed constitut~al
Former student senator Jim didates may not run as members amendment stating that "the
function of. the Speakers CommitThe Peace Corps may return Dines is helping to organize a of an organized group. .
is tQ objectively and imparto UNM. President-elect Dr. Fer- new political party on campuB-Dines, who resigned his Sen- tee
tially plan, manage, sponsor, and
rel Heady said yesterday that the the Dorm, Independent, and Greek ate seat last month and vowed introduce lecturing events of inUniversity is considering applica- (DIG) Reform Party. The first to begin a grass-roots campaign terest to all members of the Unitions for two programs which meeting is scheduled for 9 tQnight to return student government to versity community."
the students, said he has no plans
wou1d bring trainees here next in Hokona Hall.
The bill was referred to Steer"The party is an experiment," to serve as an officer of the party.
year.
ing Committee and may be
UNDER ONE program, UNM Dines said yesterday. "We hope to
brought up for discussion after
spring break.
would cooperate with the Pcaee get together a diverse group of
students who are disappointed
"THE MOTION to censure Tom
Corps in supporting degree can- with student government as it is
Horn for his remarks Friday is
didates planning to serve as vol- now. We will consider some of
not an attempt to discredit his
unteers after graduation. The the points of students governprevious conduct, the activities
students wou1d probably be in ment," he said.
fields related to Latin American
Auditions for an April 24 90- of the Speakers Committee this
Dines said that if DIG gets oryear, or Horn himself," Sen. Hilstudies, Dr. Heady said.
ganized "it could have some effect minute Laugh In sponsored by ler said.
Students selected for the pro- on my decision to run for presi- Residence Halls Council will be
"A wrongdoing, an illegality
gram would serve an internship dent of the Associated Students." held April 8 and 9 in the Union
has
been performed, and it is the
the summer after their junior
"There is a guarantee of back- theatre from 7:30 to 10.
responsibility
of Senate to say
Needed is "anyone with talent
year and wonld become Peace ing by students if the party gets
whether
we
condone
this action,"
Corps volunteers after gradua- organized," he said. "It might be or a reasonable facsimile there- Hiller told the senators.
tion. They would receive academic worthwhile. There is no reason of." Besides a quantity of variety
Both Cone and Hiller praised
credit for both the internships and why the traditional steps of stu- and comedy acts, the council is the Speakers Committee's work
their regular service, Dr. Heady dent government must always be looking for students to help with this year and said they had no
stage work and writing chores.
followed."
said.
The Laugh In will be in the Con- wish to embarrass Horn personDines
said
the
party
would
preTHE PROGRAM will probably
cert Hall between 7 and 8:30. ally.
ALSO AT last night's Senate
be for undergraduate students, sent a ''balanced slate of candi- There will be no charge for resimeeting a representative of Cor·
although master's degree candi- dates" for Student Senate in the dence hall students.
spring election, although the canonado Hall criticized the Elecdidates may be included, he said.
tions Committee for deciding not
In addition, UNM may be asked
to
place a voting machine in that
to conduct a program for Peace
dormitory during this spring's
Corps trainees bound for Libya,
elections.
Dr. Heady said. The trainees
Jerry Koury told senato1·s that
would be at UNM during the late
the Coronado machine ran fourth
summer and early fall to study
the teaching of English as a second language.
13,000 Go to Wisconsin

Meets Tonight

OPEN 1:00, SHOW 1:40,3:30, 5:..0, 7:..0, 9:w

and wing it!

..

and His Full Color Film

FRIDAY, APRIL 5 - 7:30 P.M.
Admission - Travel Subscription or
Adults 1.50. Fac/Staff 1.25
Students & Children 1.00
Mr. Waterman will also conduct a special
lecture - seminar on "The Sea -Man's last
Frontier on Earth" Sat. morning, Apri1 6 at
10:00 a.m. in the Concert Hall. Free and
open tc> tfte public.

This card costs $5. It could save you $50 or
more any time you want to wing it: to go skiing,
or home for vacation, or to an out-of-town game
or to a houseparty in Salt Lake City.
'
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification
card. And it entitles you to four great privileges:
( 1) to fly Frontier for 40% less than full fare·
(2) to have a confirmed reservation on any
Frontier flight, any day; (3) to take as many of

these l?w-cost flights as you have time for :in the
next s1~ J_I~onths; and (4) to enjoy the Youth
Fare pnv1leges of most other major airlines.
Only one requirement: You've got to be at
least 12 years old (no SWl;at) and not Oilles' 21
(Sorry, graduate studenbj, use opr SUndby
Fare.) Tak~ proof of your age to Tom louie,
your Front1er campus representative, 10 your
Travel Agent, or any Froatier ticket offMlc:.

"

.

An extension of women's hours
on April 27 frotn 1 a.m. to 2 a.m.
that was passed by Associated
Women Students has been approved by Dean of Women Helen
Whiteside.
A second hours extension 'W'as
requested by Hokona Hall because
of the fM'111al dance to be held on
April 27 as part of Residents
Halls Week.
The first extension of hours
was the result of a proposal submitted by Coronado dorm which
t•equested the extension because
of its Playboy party March 30.
Any group on campus may
bring prOJlosals for women's
!tours extension or changes to
AWS.

of 13 in number of votes ~:fst
during the fall elections and said
"We cannot see the logic of taking our machine out."
Elections Committee Chairman
Gary Cone said that two machines
will be placed both in Hokona
and Mesa Vista Halls where all
dormitory residents eat, as well
as six in the Union and two traveling machines on trucks.
SENATE FINANCE Committee Chairman Coleman Travelstead last night distributed a
tentative Associated Students
budget for next year. The proposed budget, the product of three
weeks of intensive Finance Committee study and negotiations
with
all
ASUNM-sponsored
groups, totals $229,142.49.
Open hearings on the budget
will be held Monday, April 8, at
9 p.m. and on TUesday at 8 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. in the Union Activities Center.
IN OTHER action, Senate also
allocated $711.75 to buy plaques
(Continued on Page 2)

Stowers' Speech

Set For l on\ght
Demo c r at i c gubernatorial
candidate

Henry

Stowers

wi\l

speak in the Union ballroom tonight at 7:30 on the political iss~
facing New Mexico this year.
Stowers, an Albuquerque lawyer, is the first of the candidates
for 'governor who will appear at
UNM. Terry Calvani, head of the
UNM lobby that is sponsoring the
appearances, said last night that
all announced candidates for the
state's highest office have agreed
to speak at UNM.
The speech tonight is free and
open to all UNM students.
The list of future speakers includes Rep. Bobby Mayfield (DDona Ana) who last month canceled his appearance at a debate
at UNM on academic freedom.
Mayfield has been under fire from
UNM
since
he
op posed
the schedule appearance of Black
Power leader Stokley Carmichael
here in February.
Other candidates scheduled include: Speaker of the House of
Representatives B r u c e King;
State Senator Mack Easley (DLea); and Democrats Fabian
Chavez, and Calvin Horn.
Governor David F. Cargo, an
un-announced candidate for reelection, is a tentative speaker.

AP Says Students Aiding McCarthy
'Finally Acted Their Age' After Win

Women's Dorm Hours
Extended April 27

3000 YEARS
UNDER THE SEA

No. 91
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Horn Is Ciiilsured,
Thorson Examined

·Concert Holl
The Cultural Program Committee
and the Sandia Kiwanis Club
Present
Exciting Underwater Adventure

Thursday, April4, 1968
,
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FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM APT. for rent. Utilities
Paid, lnrnt.hcd, yard and bar-b-qne.
1514 Gold SE. $65 single, $70 double.
Phone 243-5114 or 243-1086.
4/10
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming""
a snit of Spanish annor. These one bed·
room furnished adobe apts. are a swinging way of llfe. Call Sam Cooller 2658574 or evenings 842-8280. Caird-Norris
Realty.
4x
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TillS CHEERY MESSAGE appeared earlier this wc~k on the wall
in the llokona llall men's room, scrawled there, no doubt, by a frustrated student who wanted to comb ltis hair. A new Lobo feature, Hot
I,ine, will eliminate the need for students to vent their frustrations
with gralfiti. If you have a question about a problem such as the nonexistent mirror, a University policy or procedure you don't under·
staJMI, or a specific gri11e about anything at UNM, don't write in on
the walls-send it to Jlot Line. Send questions to The Lobo by camtms
mail, brU.~ them by the I..obo office, call •1202, or leave them in the
Lobo box in the Activities Center of the tfnion. Uot Line will cut
through U•iversity red tape -to answer your <JUestions aud hclJl solve
your problems.

The Associated Press Wednesday 'Said that the college students niding Senator Eugene McCarthy in the Wisconsin Democratic presid!l!',tial primary "finally acted their age."
~
According to thP news release, there was a victory dance held after
McCartl1y's win in the Wisconsin presidential primary. A rock balM
called "Fire" provided the music and staff workers set about dancinr;o
in the popular fashion.
But not everyone 'danced, said AP. Some didn't even attPJ~,! the
party. "There are a lot of us who are sitting upstairs in a ro0m right
now trying to figme out what's going to have to be done at dght in
the morning," AP quoted one student as saying. "This is serit>u~ bus-

iness/'

~

The release indicated that nearly 13,000 students came to Wh;consin
to wo1·k for McCarthy. The majority of them were f1·om O\lt nf state ..
"It was worth it," a student was quoted as saying. "This is another
glorious revolution.,;
The victory, as in New Hampshire, was attributed in part to the
door-to-door camtmigning of college age men ami women. AP said
Jed Shilling, 24, of San 1\latino, Cali£., joked about the )~th ~ve
ment and the feeling of being over 30. "I'm one of the ohl lltt'll,'' he
said, "I've got six years and I'm cilmpletely UJltrustworlh~·."
'

I

